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1 The EUIPO Mediation Centre



The EUIPO Mediation Centre

MEDIATION CENTRE

Establishment of the Mediation Centre: 22 November 2023

Objective

To provide complementary, voluntary, confidential and accessible

dispute resolution options to users so that they can choose the most

appropriate path in the event of an IP dispute

Legal basis

○ Article 170 EUTMR 

○ Decision ADM-23-45 on the Establishment and Operation of the 

Mediation Centre

○ Decision EX-23-9 “Rules on Mediation”



Disputes at the EUIPO and ADR potential

MEDIATION CENTRE

Huge potential for ADR in inter-partes proceedings:

➢ 300,000 IP rights applications per year 

• 200,000 EUTM

• 100,000 RCD

➢ 24,500 disputes every year

• 20.000 oppositions

• 2.000 cancellations

• 2.500 appeals

➢ ADR is effective

• 70% Settlement rate

• 80% User satisfaction



The EUIPO ADR Services

MEDIATION CENTRE

Mediation
Reach an amicable settlement with the assistance of a mediator

Conciliation
The conciliator suggests possible solutions. Conciliator is always the rapporteur

Expert determination
In the context of a mediation, parties may appoint an expert to provide an opinion on a specific 

matter

Friendly settlement
Invitation to the parties to consider negotiating, without the intervention of a neutral

ADR case management and good offices
Case management team manages procedural aspects of the ADR processes, guides on 

suitable ADR mechanisms and facilitates contacts between parties



Benefits of Mediation

MEDIATION CENTRE

Voluntary

Collaborative

Confidential 

Focused on business interests

Cost-effective

Flexible and less time-consuming

Not voluntary (at least not for defendant)

Adversarial

Public by nature

Focused just on the matter of proceedings

Not cost-effective

Rigid and more time-consuming

Mediation Litigation 

VS



Why an EUIPO Mediation?

MEDIATION CENTRE

Mediation for ongoing inter-partes disputes concerning EU TM and/or RCD

No additional 

cost

Mediators are IP 

experts 

Multilingual Online ADR 

platform



How does it work?

MEDIATION CENTRE

First instance: Oppositions – Cancellations -

Design invalidities

○ Service currently tailored for SMEs only

Second instance: Appeals

o Service offered to all parties: no limitation 

as to size, nature or seat of company

Eligible disputes

Ongoing inter-partes dispute concerning EU TMs and/or RCD

Possibility to include: 

- Disputes about other IP rights (copyright, domain names, patents…) or any other 

related pending dispute; 

- Disputes anywhere in the world



Mediation Centre roadmap: expansion of mediation services 

MEDIATION CENTRE

2024

• Cancellations by end Q2

• Preparatory work for RCD invalidities 

and oppositions

2025

• RCD invalidities by end Q1

• Oppositions by end Q2



2 Mediation for IP Disputes



10 reasons why your dispute may be suitable for settlement

MEDIATION CENTRE

Your dispute is still at an early stage of the 

conflict

You and the other party are, or wish to be, 

engaged in a business venture 

Your dispute is complex or involves several 

jurisdictions

Confidentiality is important to you

A court decision in your dispute would be 

difficult to enforce

You want to preserve your business reputation

The other party and you have, or may have,   

co-existing IP rights in your dispute

A language barrier exists between you and the 

other party

A tailored approach is essential for you You want to resolve the dispute quickly
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Look beyond the case

MEDIATION CENTRE

Interests

PositionsCase

LIFE
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Common challenges

Together into

the abyss

Limited destr-

uctive blows

Fragmentation 

of the enemy

Threats 

as strategies

Images and

coalitions

Deliberate loss 

of  face

Actions, 

not words

Disagreement

The Problem

Polarization & debate

The people

1
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“WIN-LOSE”

“LOSE-LOSE”
By: Jeremy Lack and Tina Monberg (c)

Source: F. Glasl, Confronting Conflict

Target zone for conflict resolution?

9

“WIN-WIN”
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Negotiation techniques

Position-based Negotiation

• Focus on demands / 

positions

• Competitive approach

• Win-Lose outcomes

Interest-based Negotiation

• Focus on underlying 

needs

• Collaborative approach

• Win-Win outcomes
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Finding the ‘Zone of Possible Agreement’



Finding the ‘Zone of Possible Agreement’



Negotiation in Action: Luxury Goods Trademark Licensing

• Background: Licensee develops a 

thriving business for luxury goods under a 

long-standing trademark license.

• Challenge: As license expiration 

approaches, licensor plans to take over 

the business.

• Negotiation Breakdown: Licensee 

demands compensation for the business 

developed, licensor resists as license 

expiry looms.

• Turning Point: Shift from legalistic to 

interest-based negotiation reveals the 

economic value of copyrighted packaging 

designs developed by the licensee.

• Resolution: Recognizing the value of the 

licensee's business to licensor's turnover 

leads to an agreed compensation.
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Step-by-Step Negotiation Process



Reasons for negotiation failure



Reasons for negotiation failure



3
Specifics of EUIPO Mediation 

Proceedings



The mediation process step by step

MEDIATION CENTRE

1 2

Initiation
Suspension 

of 
proceedings

Appointment 
of mediator

Mediation 
phase

Conclusion

3 4 5

Unilateral request
Joint Request

Proposal

After agreement, 
pending proceedings 

will be suspended 
before the relevant 

instances of the Office

Pre-mediation 
briefings/meetings
Mediation sessions

Parties appoint a 
mediator

Mediation agreement 
is signed

Suspension is lifted
Proceedings resume
Parties to implement 

the terms of 
settlement before the 

EUIPO



How to request mediation 1

Initiation



How to request mediation 1



For proceedings at the EUIPO:

• Joint request: automatic suspension 

Article 170(5) EUTMR

• Unilateral request or Proposal from the EUIPO

Proceedings will be suspended when mediation is 

accepted by other party 

For proceedings NOT at the EUIPO:

Parties to request suspension to competent national authority 

Art 12(3) Rules on Mediation

Suspension of proceedings

o Proceedings before the 
Office subject to mediation 
shall be suspended

o Time periods interrupted 
(other for payment of the 
applicable fee)

Suspension

2



Important points to decide

Parties’ decision on:

• Language of mediation

• Mediator

• Venue and suitable dates: 

o Online 

o Onsite: Alicante or Brussels

• Other disputes to be included in the scope of the mediation

• Business interests vs legal position

Appoint a 

mediator

3



Invitation and onboarding

Invitation to 

join ADR 

platform

3



Sign the Mediation Agreement3

Sign the 

Mediation 

Agreement



1 2

Opening
Exploration 

and 
negotiation

Conclusion

3

Structure of the session

Opening statements

List of issues to discuss

No settlement agreement.

Resume proceedings

Other ADR

Settlement agreement. 

Agreement drafted and 

signed by parties 

Joint and separate 

meetings to explore 

positions

Negotiation from broad 

ideas to concrete terms

What to expect in the mediation phase

Mediation

phase

4



The role of lawyers in mediation

Before the mediation During the mediation

Advise the client on the process Be the main point of contact with the mediator

Help select the client's mediation team Present the opening statement or support the client in 

making that presentation

Advise on whether there is a need for a pre-mediation 

meeting

Contribute authoritatively to defining the party's BATNA

Prepare the case summary and the supporting 

documents package to be sent to the mediator and the 

other party

Advise the client and, possibly, even lead in settlement 

negotiations

Identify any documents which are confidential and for the 

mediator 's eyes only

Identify legal issues relevant to the emerging settlement

Brief and rehearse with the client the opening 

presentation

Draft, or assist in drafting, the settlement agreement

Carry out a realistic appraisal of the strengths and 

weaknesses of the case and prepare costs estimates



Settlement agreement: key elements

• Parties: names, status

• Signatories: authority to settle

• Recitals: circumstances of the agreement, disputes solved, facts

• Heads of agreement

• Confidentiality

• Mediator not to be called as a witness

• Agreement on costs

• Future dispute resolution process

• Governing Law

• Jurisdiction

• Other

Mediation

phase

4
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4 Additional information



EUIPO Mediation Centre webpage

RESOURCES AND CONTACT

Mediation Centre (link)
Mediation: focusing on what 

matters to your business
EUIPO Mediation Centre

Brochures

Mailbox  MediationCentre-Info@euipo.europa.eu

https://www.euipo.europa.eu/en/manage-ip/mediation-centre
https://euipo.europa.eu/tunnel-web/secure/webdav/guest/document_library/contentPdfs/law_and_practice/Mediation_centre/Mediation_focusing_on_EN.pdf
https://euipo.europa.eu/tunnel-web/secure/webdav/guest/document_library/contentPdfs/law_and_practice/Mediation_centre/MediationCentreBrochure_EN.pdf
mailto:MediationCentre-Info@euipo.europa.eu


?



?
Is mediation available in the course of opposition

proceedings? If the answer is no, when will this be

applicable?



?
What should be the minimum practical process and

information to be submitted to EUIPO if an opposition

settlement is signed? We have seen different examiner

approaches in some similar cases.



?
How to get the lawyers of the parties onboard to try 

mediation? Any advice on how to explain to them 

what's in it for them? 



?
From your perspective, has the necessity of reaching 

trademark settlement agreements increased due to the 

rising issue of trademark congestion? If so, what factors 

are contributing most to this trend? 



?
What are the panelist’s views on the Singapore 

Mediation Convention 



?
How to determine a balanced clause of Applicable 

Law/Jurisdiction when the Parties belong to different 

countries?



?
What types of disputes are better resolved through 

mediation?



Keep in touch with EUIPO Academy



THANK YOU

@EU_IPO

EUIPO

EUIPO.EUAnton PETROV

Alternative Dispute 

Resolution Service

Marisol ORTS MORENO

Alternative Dispute 

Resolution Service

https://twitter.com/EU_IPO
https://www.linkedin.com/company/euipo
https://www.facebook.com/EUIPO.eu

